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CJ CHIPS is the largest mining chip manufacturer in the world, with the largest mining hardware
ecosystem. In this project, a new set of devices, chips, and boards (collectively called a Beacon) that
use CJ CHIPS chips will be attached to selected lithium-ion battery cells or other electrochemical
cells. Each group of Beacon cells will provide approximately 1 KWh to the local grid. Each Beacon
cell will connect to an ultra-capacitor cell. A Beacon cell will be replaced when it has 1) up to 45
cycles of charging and/or 2) up to a 30 min duration of discharge. Each ultra-capacitor cell in a
Beacon will be used for roughly 1 minute or less. CJ CHIPS will be responsible for developing
individual product cases for each Beacon cell. CJ CHIPS will manage a Beacon cell configuration tool
that will allow users to select the required number of Beacon cells from a set pool. Users will be able
to select a set pool of Beacon cells. The project will provide the ability to configure each Beacon cell
after it has been selected for use. The project will manage the connections between selected Beacon
cells and the ultra-capacitor cells that will be installed on each Beacon. It will also be responsible for
the management of the connections that will be required between Beacon cells. Each Beacon cell
will require a specific battery management system, which will perform the following functions: -
Select a battery cell from the set pool of battery cells - Select an ultra-capacitor cell for the Beacon
cell - Determine a connection configuration between the ultra-capacitor cell and the selected battery
cell - Determine the connections between Beacon cells It will perform the following components of a
Beacon cell’s battery management system: - Battery measurement/imputation - Battery
charging/control - Battery discharging/control The Beacon will include a battery and an ultra-
capacitor cell. The ultra-capacitor cell will be used to power the Beacon cell during recharging and
discharging intervals. The battery cell will be used to power the ultra-capacitor cell during normal
operation of the cell. A Beacon cell will have a capacity of at least 0.25 KWh. CJ CHIPS will be
responsible for developing the inter-connect
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